Tare Zameen Par | Digital Mobile
Planetarium
“Planetarium has been gateway for astronomy
learning”

Observation is a Passive science
Experimentation is Active science

Our Vision

TARE ZAMEEN PAR brings together unique resources to
engage students for an improved public understanding of
science, technology and cosmic discovery. Our effort includes
but is not limited to, establishing strategic collaborations wit
colleagues as well as creating partnerships with academic
centers, societies, institutions ,Corporate companies and
governments. Your adventure starts here!

Important features of Digital Mobile Planetarium

The spherical shaped s dome theatre consists of high end digital
projector which is equipped with latest fish-eye-lens technology
which enables viewers to watch the STEM videos in 360 degree
direction.
Dome has a recommended capacity of accommodating 40-50
students.
Excellent sound system.
Show duration ranges from 40-45 minutes and each display is
tailored to suit the syllabus for each year group.
In a span of 6 to 8 hours approx. 300-400 students can be
covered.

"I wanna congratulate you on the great
program you have, getting young
students in India interested in Maths &
Science in looking up with sky keep up
the great work."

Dr. DonThomson
Former NASA
Astronaut

Prof. U R Rao
Former ISRO
Scientist

“Till today planetariums were only be
seen in bigger cities which made
villagers deprived of this innovative
Add a little bittool.
of bodyBy
text introducing this
learning
movable planetariums in state, now
each and every village kid can
experience it and get exposure to
science subjects“

Our Achievements

Tare Zameen Par has won us the Elevate Award from
Govt. of Karnataka recognizing and funding as one of the
top 100 innovative startups in Karnataka
Educated more than 7,00,000+students in terms of
science and astronomy
Partnership with National council of Science museums,
Karnataka Science & Technology Society & HKRDB,

Our CSR - Initiatives
Outreach Education
Skill-On-Wheels

Mobile Science
Exhibition

Hands-On-Experience
& many more

Our Program will be a great CSR initiative to any
Organization and will help them to fulfill their CSR
vision Too.

Varnaaz Technologies
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www.tarezameenpar.com

